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SCIENTIFIC LETTERS
Bilateral pseudoangiomatous stromal
hyperplasia of the breast夽
Hiperplasia estromal pseudoangiomatosa
mamaria bilateral
Dear Editor:
Pseudoangiomatous stromal hyperplasia of the breast (PASH)
is a benign lesion of the mammary stroma that is relatively
common in women of child-bearing age. Its presentation is
variable, ranging from an incidental microscopic finding to
the quick and massive enlargement of one or both breasts.1
We present the case of a girl aged 10 years and 7 months
with bilateral breast enlargement that started 5 months
prior that was painful, accompanied by cutaneous eczema
and cracks, without nipple inversion or secretions and without mammary lymphadenopathy. The patient experienced
thelarche at age 9 years and 8 months, and menarche at 10
years and 6 months. There was no history of breast disease
in the family. Her height was 147.4 cm (+1.19 SD), her
weight 59.3 kg (+3.7 SD), and she had features corresponding to Tanner stage V. Each breast weighed approximately
2.5 kg, the distance from the suprasternal notch to the right
nipple was 43.5 cm, and the distance from the notch to the
left nipple was 41 cm (Fig. 1A). The complete blood count,
chemistry panel and hormone panel (thyroid function tests,
oestrogen, progesterone and prolactin levels) were normal.
An ultrasound examination of the breast revealed breast tissue of normal appearance housing multiple solid oval shapes
with well-defined borders and homogeneous echogenicity,
suggestive of fibroadenomas in both breasts, the biggest of
which was in the left breast (33.6 × 60 mm). A magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan of the breasts revealed multiple
hypointense nodules in T1 images that were hyperintense
in T2 images, occupying nearly the entire volume of the
breast. Two biopsy samples of tissue were obtained that
measured 2 × 2 × 1.2 cm. Their cytological examination
revealed marked sclerosis of the breast parenchyma, with
isolated ducts and lobules lined by a mildly hyperplastic
epithelium. The mammary stroma featured a pattern of
interconnected slit-like spaces lined with spindle cells
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lacking atypia and mitotic figures (Fig. 2A). Immunohistochemical staining showed that the cells were negative
for endothelial and lymphatic markers (CD31, WT1, D240),
with a diffuse pattern of cells positive for CD34, BCL2 and
SMA (Fig. 2B---D). These findings led to the diagnosis of
PASH. The patient underwent surgery, with full resection
of the lesion, removing masses that weighed 4200 g (right
breast) and 3200 g (left breast), with maximum diameters of
35 × 25 × 10 cm and 25 × 20 × 10 cm, respectively. On gross
examination, the resected tissue exhibited a fascicular
architecture and multinodular hyperplasia (Fig. 1B). The
histological examination revealed the same features as the
cytological examination, confirming the diagnosis.
Pseudoangiomatous stromal hyperplasia of the breast
was first described by Vuitch et al.2 It is a histological diagnosis and is characterised by the presence of a
network of channels or slit-like spaces lined by spindle
or ovoid cells without atypia resembling endothelial cells
on a hypocellular and markedly hyalinised stroma.1 On
immunohistochemical staining, the cells lining these vesselresembling slits are negative for CD31, factor viii, cytokeratin
and S100 (positive in endothelial cells), and positive for
CD34, SMA and BCL2 (myofibroblast markers).3 In some
cases, the tissue tests positive for oestrogen and progesterone receptors, which supports the currently dominant
pathophysiological hypothesis: myofibroblasts proliferate
due to an abnormal response to these hormones, which
would explain the presence of this disease in premenopausal women, women that use oral contraceptives
or postmenopausal women under hormone replacement
therapy.4
This is a benign lesion, in most cases an incidental finding in the evaluation of a different breast problem. It may
also present as a solitary palpable mass, with well-defined
borders, similar to a fibroadenoma,4 as multiple nodules, or
as a large diffuse mass. Approximately 14% of cases present
with irregular borders and excessively rapid growth, which
requires ruling out a malignancy. Talu et al.5 found areas of
PASH in 37 of 412 biopsy breast tissue samples, associated
with fibrosis in 46% of cases.
An ultrasound examination of the breast is the imaging
test of choice in adolescents. In MRI scans of the breast,
PASH appears as multiple masses that are hypointense in
T1 images and hyperintense in T2 images, with irregular or
microlobulated borders.6 However, the findings of imaging
tests are nonspecific, and examination of biopsy samples is
necessary to make a definitive diagnosis. The differential
diagnosis must include fibroadenoma, based on the clinical
and radiological features, and low-grade angiosarcoma (with
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(A) Image of the abnormal breasts. (B) Gross appearance of the surgical specimen.
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Figure 2 (A) Microscopic images: stroma with interconnected slits lined by spindle cells lacking atypia or mitotic figures. (B, C
and D) Immunohistochemical staining.

infiltration and positive for vascular markers such as CD31
and factor viii) and phyllodes tumour, based on the histological features.1
Surgery is the first-line treatment if the patient is symptomatic or the lesion is growing rapidly. In localised forms,
if the clinical manifestations, radiological features and histology suggest a benign course, a conservative approach
with followup of the patient is recommended. Surgery
options range from lumpectomy with broad margins (if the
lesion is nodular) to mastectomy followed by reconstruction
surgery.1
Massive bilateral PASH is a rare disorder during puberty.
Ultrasound examination is the preferred imaging technique
for assessment, and the diagnosis is based on histological
features. Surgery is the recommended treatment.
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Cannabinoid hyperemesis syndrome夽
Síndrome de hiperemesis cannabinoide
Dear Editor:
Chronic use of cannabis can cause vomiting, a symptom few
users and health care providers are aware of at present.1
Cannabinoid hyperemesis syndrome (CHS), first described
in 2004 by Allen et al. in chronic users of this substance, is
characterised by recurrent episodes of nausea, vomiting and
abdominal pain that can be alleviated by hot baths, with
symptoms resolving fully on cessation of cannabis use, and
recurring if cannabis is used again.2
The syndrome manifests in 3 distinct stages: a stage
of prodromal illness that may last months or years characterised by episodes of morning sickness and abdominal
pain. During this stage, patients may increase their use of
cannabis with the aim of alleviating the symptoms. This is
followed by the hyperemetic stage, which follows a cyclical
pattern of episodes lasting between 24 and 48 h; it is in this
period that the compulsive behaviour of taking several long
hot showers or baths develops. The third stage is a period
of recovery with resolution of symptoms, returning to the
habitual bathing frequency if cannabis use has ceased.2 The
exact cause of CHS remains unknown.
The differential diagnosis of CHS must include conditions
such as cyclical vomiting syndromes, abdominal migraine,
hyperemesis gravidarum, gastrointestinal, pancreatic or
hepatic abnormalities, diseases of the central nervous system, especially intracranial tumours, and endocrine and
metabolic disorders, among others.1
The treatment in the hyperemetic stage consists in supportive measures to address electrolyte disturbances, as
commonly used antiemetic drugs are ineffective. There are
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recent reports of the use of haloperidol by the oral or
the intravenous route and of topical capsaicin with good
results.3
The definitive curative treatment of CHS is complete cessation of cannabis use, and a key motivator for the patient
is to accept that there is a relationship between cannabis
use and the vomiting.4
The patient was a female adolescent aged 14 years that
visited the emergency department complaining of suffering
uncontrollable vomiting episodes every 30 min accompanied
by colicky abdominal pain for the past 24 h. She denied any
changes in bowel movements or fever. She reported having
epigastric abdominal pain in recent months, mainly in the
morning, and having lost approximately 4 kg of body weight
since the onset of symptoms.
The most relevant finding in the history was that she
reported initiating sporadic use of cannabis at age 12 years
and using cannabis regularly in the past year. She denied use
of any other substances or medication.
The findings of the physical examination were normal.
Given the persistence of vomiting unresponsive to common antiemetic drugs, the decision was made to admit the
patient to hospital and initiate fluid therapy. Several diagnostic tests were performed: blood tests, pregnancy test,
catecholamine urine test, abdominal ultrasound, upper gastrointestinal endoscopy, and abdominal and head computed
tomography scans, the results of which were all normal. The
urine drug test was positive for cannabis.
On more thorough questioning, she reported that her
symptoms started a few hours after sharing 10 cannabis
cigarettes with someone else.
Since CHS was suspected, the patient was offered the
opportunity of taking a hot shower. This alleviated the symptoms, and the patient stayed several hours in the bathroom.
The patient was discharged with the advice of completely
abstaining from cannabis. A few days later she came back
to the emergency department with similar symptoms, having started to use cannabis again. Only when she accepted
that her symptoms were due to cannabis use did the patient
completely abstain from it, from which point the symptoms
did not recur.

